
No H. S. Code Product Description Margin of 
Preference(%)

1 0208.10 - Of rabbits of hares 10%
2 0305.59.03 Shark fins 50%
3 0305.59.04 Fish maws 50%
4 0305.59.09 Fish dried , slated or in brine - Other 50%
5 0506.10.01 Waste-Ossein and bones treated with acid 50%
6 0506.10.09 Bones and horn-cores - Other 50%
7 0506.90.01 Waste-Bones and horn cores(excl) 50%
8 0506.90.09 Bones and horn - Other 50%

9 0812.90

 Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved (for example, by 
sulphur dioxide gas, in brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions), but unsuitable in that state for 
immediate consumption - Other

10%

10 121300 - Cereal straw and husks, unprepared, whether or not 
chopped, ground, pressed or in the form of pellets

10%

11 1302.14.01 pyrethrum extracts 50%
12 1520.00.01 Glycerol crude,  glycerol lyes 50%
13 1520.00.02 Glycerol waters 50%
14 2302.20 Bran, sharps and other residues, of rice  50%
15 2520.20 Plasters 10%
16 2526.20 -Crushed or powdered 10%
17 2713.20 Petroleum bitumen 40%

18 2803.00 Carbon (carbon blacks and other forms of carbon not 
elsewhere specified or included)

10%

19 3204.17 Pigments and preparations based thereon 10%
20 3303.00 Perfumes and toilet waters 10%
21 3304.10 Lip make-up preparations 10%
22 3304.20 Eye make-up preparations 10%
23 3304.30 Manicure or pedicurepreparations 10%
24 3304.91 Powders whether or not compressed 10%
25 3304.99 Beauty or make up preparations - Other 10%
26 3305.10 Shampoos 10%
27 3305.20 Preparations for permanent waving or straightening 10%
28 3305.30 Hair lacquers 10%
29 3305.90 Preparations for use on the hair-Other 10%
30 3307.10 Pre-shave, shaving or after-shave preparations 10%
31 3307.20 Personal deodorants and antiperspirants 10%
32 3307.30 Perfumed bath salts and, other bath preparations 10%

33 3307.41 - "Agarbatti" and other odoriferous preparations which 
operate by burning

10%

34 3307.90.09 Preshave, shaving or after- shave preparations -  Other 10%

35 3405.10 -Polishes, creams and similar preparations for footwear or 
leather

10%

36 3506.91 Adhesives based on rubber or plastics (including artificial 
resins)

10%
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37 3604.10 -fireworks 10%
38 3809.91 Of a kind used in the textile or like industries 10%
39 3901.10 Polyethylene having a specific gravity of less than 0.94 5%
40 3901.20 Polyethylene having specific gravity of 0.94 or more  10%
41 3902.10 Polypropylene 10%
42 3903.19 Polymers of styrene, in primary forms - Other 5%
43 3903.90 Polymers of styrene, in primary forms - Other 5%
44 3904.10 Polyvinyl chloride, not mixed with any other substances 5%

45 3905.30 Polyvinyl alcohol, whether or not containing unhydrolysed 
acetate groups

10%

46 3906.90 Acrylic polymers in primary forms- Other 10%

47 3908.90

Insecides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, anti-anti-
sprouting products and plant - growth regulators, 
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or 
packings for rtail sale or as preparations or articles (for 
example, sulphur - treated bands, wicks and candles, and 
fly-papaer  -Other

10%

48 3916.10 Polymers of ethylene 25%

49 3917.31 Flexible tubes, pipes, hoses having a minimum burst 
pressure of 27.6 Mpa

10%

50 3917.39 Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefore (for example, 
joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics - other

10%

51 3918.10 -of polymers of vinyl chloride 5%
52 3918.90 - of other plastics 10%
53 3920.43 Containing by weight not less than 6% of plasticisers 10%
54 3920.71.01 Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip etc - printed 10%

55 3920.71.09
Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip of plastics, non-
cellular and not reinforced, laminated, supported or similarly 
combined with other materails - other

5%

56 3921.12 Of polymers of vinyl chloride 10%
57 3921.13 -of polyurethanes 10%
58 3921.19 Or other plastics 10%
59 3922.20 -Lavatory seats and covers 10%

60 3922.90
Baths, shower-baths, sinks, wash-basin, bidets, lavatory
pans, seats and covers, fiushing cisterns and similar
sanitary ware of plastics- Other

10%

61 3923.29 Sacks & bags -Other plastic 27%
62 3924.90.01 - Teats for feeding bottles 10%

63 3924.90.09 Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and toilet 
articles - other 14.30%

64 3925.20 - Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds fordoors 10%

65 3925.30 - Shutters, blinds (including Venetian blinds) and similar
articles and parts thereof

10%
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66 3925.90 Builders' ware of plastics not elsewhere specified or
included - other

10%

67 3926.10.09 Other articles of plastics and articles of other materials of 
headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.14 - other

14.30%

68 3926.20 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including 
gloves)

5%

69 3926.40 Statuettes and other ornamental articles 10%
70 3926.90.01 Rawl plugs 10%

71 3926.90.09 Other Articles of plastics and articles of other materials of
headings 39.01 to 39.14

10%

72 4002.19

Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, in primary 
forms or in plates, sheets or strip; mixtures of any products 
of heading 40.01 with any product of this heading in primary 
forms or in plates, sheets or strip - other

10%

73 4002.20 Butadiene rubber (BR) 10%

74 4104.11.01 Tanned or crust hides and skins of bovine-Wet blue 
Chrome

50%

75 4104.11.09 Tanned or crust hides and skins - Other 50%
76 4104.19.01 Wet blue Chrome- tanned 50%
77 4104.19.09 Tanned or crust hides and skins -Other 50%
78 4104.41  Full grains, unsplit, grain split 50%
79 4104.49 Tanned or crust hides and skins -Other 50%
80 4106.40.01 Crocodile skins 50%
81 4107.11  Full grains, unsplit, grain split 50%
82 4107.12  Grain split 50%
83 4107.19  Other- leather 50%
84 4107.91  Full grains, unsplit, grain splits 50%
85 4107.92  Grain splits 50%
86 4107.99 Leather further prepared - Other  50%
87 4113.30.01  Crocodile skin 50%

88 4201.00
Saddlery and harness for any animal (including traces,
leads, knee pads, muzzles, saddle cloths, saddle bags, dog
coats and the like), of any material

10%

89 4202.11 - With outer surface of leather, of composition leather or of
patent leather

10%

90 4202.12 - With outer surface of plastic or of textile materials 5%

91 4202.19

Trunks, suit-cases, vanity-cases, executive-cases brief-
cases, school satchels, spectable cases, binocular cses,
camera cases, musical instrument cases, gun cases
holsters and similar containers; tavelling-bags, insulated
food or beverages bags, toilet bag, rucksacks, handbags,
shopping bag etc. - other

5%
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92 4202.21 - With outer surface of leather, of composition leather or
of patent leather 

10%

93 4202.22 - With outer surface of plastic sheeting or of textile 
materials

10%

94 4202.29

Trunks, suit-cases, vanity-cases, executive-cases brief-
cases, school satchels, spectable cases, binocular cses,
camera cases, musical instrument cases, gun cases
holsters and similar containers; tavelling-bags, insulated
food or beverages bags, toilet bag, rucksacks, handbags,
shopping bag etc. - other

5%

95 4202.31 - With outer surface of leather, of composition either or of 
patent leather

10%

96 4202.32 - with outer surface of plastic sheeting or of textile materials 10%

97 4202.39 Leather, of sheeting of plastics etc -  Other 10%

98 4202.91 - With outer surface of leather, of composition leather or of 
patent leather

10%

99 4202.92 - With outer surface of plastic sheeting or of textile 
materials

10%

100 4202.99 Leather, of sheeting of plastics - other 10%
101 4203.10 Leather or of composition leather -  Articles of apparel 10%
102 4203.21 -Specially designed for use in sports 10%
103 4203.29 Articles of apparel and clothing  accessories - Other 10%
104 4205 Other articles of leather or of composition leather 10%

105 4302.11

Tanned or dressed furskins (including heads, tails, paws 
and other pieces or cuttings), unassembled, or assembled 
(without the addition of other materials) other than those of 
heading 43.03 - Other

10%

106 4302.19

Tanned or dressed furskins (including heads, tails, paws 
and other pieces or cuttings), unassembled, or assembled 
(without the addition of other materials) other than those of 
heading 43.03 - Other

10%

107 4302.30 -whole skins and pieces or cuttings thereof, assembled 10%
108 4303.10 -Articles of apparel, Clothing accessories 10%

109 4303.90 Articles of apparel, clothing accessories and other articles 
of furskin - Other

20%

110 4304.00 Artificial fur and articles thereof 10%
111 4407.24 Virola, Mahogani, Imbuia and Balsa 20%
112 4407.25 Dark red  Meranti, Light red meranti and Meranti Bakau 20%

113 4407.26 White Lauan, white Meranti, white seraya, yellow meranti 
and Alan 

20%

114 4407.29 20%
115 4407.91 Of oak wood 20%
116 4407.92 Of beech wood 20%
117 4407.99.01 Of rubber 20%
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118 4407.99.02 Coconut 20%
119 4407.99.03 Of ebony 20%
120 4407.99.09 Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise -Other 20%
121 4410.90  Other – particle boards 24.80%

122 4412.29 Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood - 
Other

10%

123 4414 Wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors or 
similar objects

10%

124 4415.10 -Cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packings; cable-
drums

10%

125 4415.20 -Pallets, box pallets and other load boards; pallet collars 10%
126 4418.10 -Windows, French-windows and their frames 10%
127 4418.20 -Doors and their frames and thresholds 10%
128 4419.00 tableware and kitchenware, of wood 10%
129 4420.10 -statuettes and other ornaments, or wood 10%

130 4420.90

Wood marqutry and inlaid wood; caskets and cases for 
jewellery of cutlery, and similar articles, of wood; statuettes 
and other ornaments, of wood; wooden articles of furnituyre 
not falling in Chapter 94. - Other

10%

131 4421.10 -Clothes hangers 10%

132 4703.11 Chemical Wood pulp, soda or sulphate other than 
dissolving grades unbleached -coniferous

20%

133 4703.19 Pulp of wood unbleached - non - coniferous 20%
134 4703.21 Pulp of wood semi-bleached or bleached coniferous 20%
135 4703.29 Pulp of wood semi-bleached or bleached non-coniferous 20%

136 4802.55 -weighing 40 g/m2  or more but not more than 150 g/m2, in 
rolls

10%

137 4802.56

-weighing 40 g/m2  or more than but not more than 150 
g/m3, in sheets with one side not exceeding 435 mm and 
the other side not exceeding 297 mm in the unfolded state

10%

138 4802.57 -Other, weighing 40 g/m2 or more but not more than 150 
g/m2

5%

139 4804.31 Unbleached - Kraft paper 50%
140 4804.39 Other- Kraft paper 50%
141 4804.41 Unbleached- Kraft paper 50%
142 4804.42 Kraft paper 50%
143 4804.49 Other- Kraft paper 50%
144 4804.51  Unbleached  uniformly - Kraft paper 50%
145 4804.52 Bleached uniformly Kraft paper - bleached 50%
146 4804.59 Other - Kraft paper 50%

147 4805.11 Semi-Chemical fluting paper (corrugating  medium) multi-
ply  paper and paper board

50%

148 4805.12 Straw fluting paper 50%
149 4805.19 Other - fluting paper 50%
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150 4806.40 -Glassine and other glazed transparent or translucent 
papers

10%

151 4811.90 Other paper, paper board cellulose wadding and webs of 
cellulose fibres

10%

152 4823.20.01 Filter paper 20%

153 5701.10 Carperts and other textile flooring- of wool or fine animal 
hair

10%

154 5701.90.01 Coir carpets and rugs 50%
155 5701.90.02 Jute carpets  50%
156 5701.90.09 Carpets and other textile floor coverings- other 50%
157 5702.39.01 Jute carpets 50%
158 5702.39.09 Carpets and other textile floor coverings-  Other 50%

159 5702.42 Carperts and other flooring -Of man-made textile materials 10%

160 5702.49 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of other textiles 
materials

50%

161 5702.59 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of other textile 
materials

50%

162 5702.99 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of other textiles 
materials

50%

163 5703.10 Carperts and other flooring -Of wool or fine animal hair 10%

164 5703.30 Carperts and other flooring -Of other man-madetextile 
materials

10%

165 5705.00 Other carpets and other textile floor coverings, whether or 
not made up

10%

166 6109.10 T- shitrs, singlets and other  - of cotton 10%
167 6109.90 T shirts, singlets and other - Of other textile materials 5%

168 6116.92 Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted - Of cotton 10%

169 6117.80.01 Knee and ankle guards 10%
170 6213.20 Hankerchiefs - of cotton 10%

171 6302.60 -toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry towelling or similar 
terry fabrics, of cotton

5%

172 6304.11 Knitted or crocheted bedspreads 16%
173 6304.19 Bedspreads 9excl: knitted or crocheted) 16%
174 6304.91 Knitted or crocheted furnishing articles 16%
175 6304.92 Furnishing articles of cotton 16%
176 6304.93 Furnishing articles of synthetic fibers 16%
177 6304.99 Furnishing articles of other textile 16%
178 6305.10.01 Jute bags not knitted or crocheted 50%
179 6307.90 Other made up articles  -Other 10%

180 6502.00
Hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of any 
material, neither blocked to shape, nor with made brims, not 
lined, nor trimmed

10%

181 6504.00 Hats and other headgear, plaited or made by assembling 
strips of any material, whether or not lin8ed or trimmed

10%
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182 6507.00 Head-bands, lining, covers, hat foundations, hat frames, 
peaks and chinstraps, for headgear

10%

183 6701.00

Skins and other parts of birds with their feathers or down, 
feathers, parts of feathers, down and articles thereof (other 
than goods of heading No. 05.05 and worked quills and 
scapes

10%

184 6704.11 -Complete wigs 10%

185 6704.19
Wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, switches and 
the like, of human or animal hair or of textile materails; 
articles of humanm hair not elsewhere specified or included -

10%

186 6704.20 Wigs, false beards etc -Of human hair 10%
187 6704.90 Wigs , false beards etc -Of Other materials 10%
188 6804.10 Millstones and grindstones for milling, grinding or pulping 10%

189 6804.22 Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels etc - Of other 
agglomerated abrasive or of ceramics

10%

190 6902.20

-Containing by weight more than 50% of alumina (A1203), of 
silica (SiO2) or of a mixture or compound of these products

10%

191 6902.90
Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory 
ceramic constructional goods, other than those of siliceous 
fossil meals or similar silicceous earths - Other

10%

192 6903.10.09
Other ceramic goods containing by weight more than 50% 
of  graphite or other  forms of  carbon or of a mixture of  
these products –other

25%

193 6903.20.09
Other ceramic goods containing by weight more than 50% 
of  aluminum or of  a mixture or compound of aluminum and 
of silica -other

25%

194 6903.90.09 Other refractory ceramic goods other than those of siliceous 
fossil meals or of similar siliceous earth - other

25%

195 6909.90

Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other technical 
uses; ceramic troughs, tubs and similar receptacles of a 
kind used in agriculture; ceramic pots, jars and sumilar 
articles of a kind used for the conveyance of packing of 
goods - Other

10%

196 6910.10.01 Squatting pans of porcelain or China  14.30%
197 6910.90.01 Squatting pans of - other 14.30%
198 7004.90 Drawn glass and blown glass- Other Glass 5%

199 7010.90

Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules and 
other containers, of glass, of a kind used for the 
conveyance or packing of goods; preserving jars of glass; 
stoppers, lids and other closures, of glass - other

10%

200 7013.10 Glasswear of a kind used for table  -Of glass-ceramics 10%
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201 7016.90

Paving blocks, slabs, bricks, squares, tiles and other 
articles of pressed or moulded glass, whether or not wired, 
of a kind used for building or construction purposes; glass 
cubes and other glass smallwares, whether or not on a 
backing, for mosaics or similar decorative purposes; leaded 
lights and the like; multicellular or foam glass in blocks, 
panels, plates, shells or similar forms - Other

10%

202 7017.10.09
Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware, whether 
or not graduated or calibrated of fused quarts or other fused 
silica-other

50%

203 7017.20.09
Other glass having a linear coefficient of expansion not 
exceeding 5 x (10x6) per Kelvin within a temperature range 
of  0 c to 300 c- other

50%

204 7017.90.09 Other laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware, 
whether or not graduated or calibrated  

50%

205 7018.10 -Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation precious or semi-
precious stones and similar glass small wares 

10%

206 7018.90

Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation precious or 
semiprecious stones and similar glass smallware, and 
articles thereof other than imitation jewellery glass eyes 
other than prosthetic articlkes; statuettes and other 
ornaments of lamp-worked glass, other than imitation 
jewellery glass microspheres not exceeding 1 mm in 
diameter - Other

10%

207 7019.90 Glass fibres (including glass wool) and artciles thereof (for 
examples, yarn, woven fabrics) - Other

10%

208 7116.10 -Of natural or cultured pearls 10%

209 7116.20 -Of precious or semi-precious stones (natural, synthetic or 
reconstructed)

10%

210 7210.70 Painted, varnished or coated with plastics 5%
211 7212.40 Painted, varnished or coated with plastics 10%
212 7217.10 -Not plated or coated, whether or not polished 10%
213 7217.30 Plated or coated with other base metals 10%
214 7301.20 Iron or steel angles shapes and sections 50%
215 7304.10 Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines 50%
216 7304.21 Drill pipe - seamless 50%
217 7304.29.01 Other  Seamless tubes and pipes 50%
218 7304.31.01 Seamless tubes and pipes cold-drawn or cold rolled 50%
219 7304.39.01 Seamless tubes and pipes - other 50%

220 7304.41.01 Seamless tubes and pipes of circular cross section of 
stainless steel  

50%

221 7304.49.01 Cold reduced other pipes 50%
222 7304.51.01 Seamless tubes and pipes of alloy steel 50%
223 7304.59.01 Other - seamless tubes and pipes 50%
224 7304.90.01 Seamless tubes and pipes 50%
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225 7305.11 Longitudinally submerged arc welded 10%

226 7305.12.01 Other pipeline, longitudinally welded  over 20 c.m. diameter 
50%

227 7305.19.01 Other line pipe over 20 c.m. diameter 50%

228 7305.20.01 Casing of a kind used in the drilling for oil or gas - over 20 
c.m diameter

50%

229 7305.31.02 Other longitudinally welded  over 20 c.m. diameter 50%

230 7305.39.02 High pressure hydro electric conduits of steel whether or 
not reinforced other over 20 cm  diameter

50%

231 7305.90.02
Other tubes and pipes having internal and external circular 
cross-section the external diameter of which exceeds 406.4 
m.m of iron or steel

50%

232 7306.10.01
Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of iron or steel line 
pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines - over 20 c.m. 
diameter 

50%

233 7306.20.01 Casing & cubing of a kind used in drilling for oil or gas over 
20 cm diameter

50%

234 7306.30 Other welded, of circular cross-section of iron or non-alloy 
steel over 20 c.m.  

50%

235 7306.40.01 Other welded, of circular cross-section of stainless steel 
over 20 c.m diameter

50%

236 7306.50.01 Other welded, of circular cross-section of other, alloy  steel 
over 20 c.m diameter

50%

237 7306.60.01 Other, welded of non circular cross-section  over 20 c.m 
diameter

50%

238 7306.90 Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles (for example, open l - 
Other

10%

239 7308.20 Structures - towers & lattice mats 50%

240 7308.30 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for doors
50%

241 7308.40 Equipment for scaffolding, shuttering or pit propping
50%

242 7308.90 Structures and parts - Other 50%
243 7310.21 -Cans which are to be closed by soldering or crimping 10%
244 7312.10 Standard wire, ropes and cables 10%
245 7321.12 -For liquid fuel 5%
246 7321.13 -For solid fuel 10%
247 7321.81 -For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels 10%
248 7321.82 -For liquid fuel 10%
249 7321.83 -For solid fuel 10%
250 7323.94 -Of iron (other than cast iron) or steel, enamelled 5%
251 7325.99 Other cast articles of iron or steel - Other 10%
252 7326.20.01 -Bead wire rings and steel banks for tyres 10%
253 7326.20.09 Other articles of iron or steel - Other 10%
254 7326.90 Other articles of iron or steel - Other 10%
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255 7408.11 Of which the maximum cross-sectional dimension exceeds 
mm

10%
256 8101.96 Wire(waste & scrap) 10%
257 8202.39 Hand saws: blades for saws of all kind: other (including 10%
258 8301.30 -Locks of a kind used for furniture 5%
259 8301.40 Padlocks and locks -Other locks 10%
260 8305.10 -Fittings for loose-leaf binders or files 10%
261 8305.20 -Staples in strips 5%

262 8305.90 Fittings for loose leaf binders or files -Other, including parts 10%

263 8306.29 Tools of two or more of the headings 82.02 to 82.05, put up 
in sets for retail sale - Other

10%

264 8306.30 -Photograph, picture or similar frames; mirrors 10%
265 8402.90 Steam or other vapour generating boilers - Parts 10%

266 8407.31.01
Reciprocating piston engines of a kind used for the 
propulsion of vehicles of Chapter 87 - of cylinder capacity 
not exceeding 50 cc – more than 10 years old

10%

267 8407.31.09  Other stopers 10%

268 8407.32.01
Reciprocating piston engines - of  a cylinder capacity 
exceeding 50 cc but not exceeding 250 cc - more than 10 
years old

10%

269 8407.32.09 Other- piston engines 10%

270 8407.33.01
Reciprocating piston engines - of a  cylinder capacity 
exceeding  250 cc but not exceeding 1000 cc – more than 
10 years old 

10%

271 8407.33.09 Other- piston engines 10%

272 8407.34.01 Reciprocating piston engines - of a  cylinder capacity 
exceeding  1000 cc- more than 10 years old

10%

273 8407.34.09 Other- piston engines 10%

274 8408.20.07
Compression - ignition internal combustion piston engines 
other diesel engines not exceeding 3250 cc in cylinder in 
capacity …… 

10%

275 8408.20.08 Other diesel engines 10%
276 8408.20.09 Compression-ignition - Other 10%

277 8409.91 Parts suitable for use solely or principally with spark-ignition 
internal combustion piston engines 

10%

278 8409.99 Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the engines 
of heading 84.07 or 84.08 - Other

10%

279 8411.12 Turbo-jets, turbo-propellers - of a thrust exceeding 25kN 10%
280 8415.10.09 Window or wall types, self-contained 5%

281 8418. 10.01 Combined refrigerator- freezers, fitted with separate 
external doors

16%

282 8418.10.09 Other freezers 16%
283 8418.21.01 Refrigerators-Compression-type 16%
284 8418.21.09 Other- refrigerators 16%
285 8418.22.01 Absorbtion-type household refrigerators 16%
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286 8418.22.09 Other refrigerators, Absorbtion-household type 16%
287 8418.29.01 Used/ reconditioned 16%
288 8418.29.09 Other absorbtion type household refrigerators 16%

289 8418.30.01 Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 l capacity, 
not exceeding 566 L

16%

290 8418.30.02 Other Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 l 
capacity, not exceeding 566 L

16%

291 8418.40.01 Freezers of the upright type, not exceeding 990 l capacity, 
not exceeding 566 L

16%

292 8418.40.02 Other not exceeding  Freezers of the upright type, not 
exceeding 990 l capacity, not exceeding 566 L

16%

293 8418.50
-Other refrigerating or freezing chests, cabinets, display 
counters, show-cases and similar regrigerating or freezing 
furniture

5%

294 8418.61.01 Cabinet and chest  type refrigerators exceeding 566 l and 
below 850 l

25%

295 8418.61.02 Blast freezers for preserving poultry meat 50%
296 8418.61.03 Compression type of unit- Milk chilling tanks 50%

297 8418.61.04 Refrigerator - other, blast freezers for preserving poultry 
meat  

50%

298 8418.61.05 Refrigerator-Milk chilling tanks - reconditioned 50%
299 8418.61.06 Refrigerator- Other, milk chilling tanks 50%
300 8418.61.07 Refrigerator- Other used- reconditioned 50%
301 8418.61.09 Refrigerator- Other- heat pumps 50%

302 8418.69.01 Cabinet and chest type refrigerators exceeding 566 l and 
below 850 l

25%

303 8418.69.02 Other cabinet and chest type refrigerator or freezing 
equipment

25%

304 8418.69.03 Blast – freezers for preserving poultry meat 50%
305 8418.69.04 Other blast freezers for preserving meet 50%
306 8418.69.05 Milk chilling tanks used / reconditioned 50%
307 8418.69.06 Other milk chilling tanks 50%
308 8418.69.07 Refrigerators- Other used/ reconditioned 50%
309 8418.69.09 Other freezers 50%
310 8418.91.09 Refrigerators, freezers etc -Other parts 50%
311 8418.99.01 Evaporation suction sheets 50%

312 8418.99.02 Components imported for the local manufacture of milk 
chilling tanks or cold rooms

50%

313 8418.99.09 Other-evaporation suction sheets 50%
314 8419.39.00 Spin dryers for machines and mechanical…other 10%

315 8421.19.09
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; filtering or 
purifying machinery and apparatus, for liquids or gases- 
Other

10%

316 8421.29 Centifuges, including centrifugal dryers- Other 10%
317 8421.39 Centri fuges, including centrifugal dryers- Other 10%
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318 8423.82 -having a maximum weighing capacity exceeding 30kg but 
not exceeding 5000kg

5%

319 8423.90 Weighing machine weights of all kinds: parts of weighing 
machinery

10%

320 8424.10 Fire extinguishers, whether or not charged 25%
321 8428.33 Other belt type 10%
322 8429.51.09 Front – end shovel loaders 10%
323 8429.52.09 Machinery with a 3600 revolving superstructure 10%
324 8433.20.01 Other moves, including cutter bars for tractor mounting 20%

325 8433.20.02 Harvesting or threshing machinery -Other more than 10 
years old

20%

326 8433.20.09 Harvesting or threshing Other- Mowers 20%
327 8433.90.01 Electrically operated  20%
328 8433.90.02 Electrically operated – more than  10 years old 20%
329 8433.90.03 -Other for subheading No. 8433.11 & 8433.19 20%
330 8433.90.04 Other electrically operated 20%
331 8433.90.05 Other electrically operated – more than 10 years old 20%
332 8433.90.09 Harvesting or  threshing machinery- Other 20%
333 8441.20 Machines to making bags, sacks or envelopes 10%

334 8441.30 Machines for making cartons, boxes, cases, tubes or drums 
or similar containers, other than by maoulding

10%

335 8441.80 Other machinery for making uppaper pulp, paper or 
b d

10%
336 8443.51.09 Ink-jet printing machines 10%

337 8452.10.09
Sewing machines other than book-sewing machines of 
heading No. 84.40, furniture, bases and covers specially 
designed for sewing machines- other 

16.68%

338 8452.30 Sewing Machine needles 10%
339 8452.90 Other parts of sewing machines 10%

340 8456.10.01 Machine tools for working metal or metal carbide, in the 
Gem and Jewellery Industry 

20%

341 8456.20.01 Machine tools operated by ultrasonic process for working 
metal or metal carbide, in the Gem & Jewellery Industry

20%

342 8456.30.01 Machine tools operated by electro-discharged process for 
use in the Gem & Jewellery Industry 

20%

343 8456.99.01 Machine tools  for working metal or metal carbide – Other 20%

344 8460.11.01 Flat surface grinding machines - numerically controlled
20%

345 8460.19.01 Other grinding machines 20%
346 8460.21.01 Other grinding machines- numerically controlled 20%
347 8460.29.01 Other grinding machines 20%
348 8460.90.01 Other for use in the Gem & Jewelleryindustry 20%
349 8463.20 Machine tools for thread rolling machines 20%
350 8463.30.01 Machine  for working wire 20%
351 8463.90.01 Other machine tools for use in gem and jewellery industry 20%
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352 8465.10
-Machines which can carry out different types of machining 
operations without tool change between such operations

10%

353 8474.20.09 Crushing or grinding machines.. Other 10%
354 8474.90 Machinery  for sorting, screening , seperating -Parts 5%
355 8479.81 For treating metal including electric wire coil-winders 10%

356 8479.89.09 Machines and mechanical appliances having individual 
functions, not specified or included in this Chapter - Other

10%

357 8479.90 Machines and mechanical appliances- Parts 10%
358 8481.90 Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances -parts 10%
359 8482.10 Ball bearings 5%
360 8501.31 Electric motors - of an output not exceeding 750W 10%
361 8501.40.02 -motors for fans of heading 8414.51 10%
362 8501.40.09 Semi conductor devices - other 10%
363 8502.11 Electric generating-of an output not exceeding 75KVA 5%

364 8502.12 Of an output exceeding 75 KVA but not exceeding 375 KVA 5%

365 8504.10 Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes 10%
366 8504.34 Having a power handling capacity exceeding 500 KVA 10%
367 8506.10 Manganese dioxide 10%
368 8507.20 Other lead – acid accumulators 10%
369 8516.50 Microwave ovens 5%
370 8516.80 -Electric heating resistors 10%
371 8519.10 Coin or disc-operated record players 10%
372 8519.92 Pocket size cassette players  10%
373 8519.93 Cassette type other 10%
374 8519.99 Other - Sound reproducing apparatus 10%

375 8521.90 Video recording or reporducing apparatus, whether or not 
incorporating a video tuner - Other

10%

376 8527.12.09 Reception apparatus-other 10%
377 8527.13.09 Sound recording or reproducing apparatus -Other 10%
378 8527.19.09  Reception apparatus- Other 10%

379 8527.21 Radio-broadcasting receivers kind used in motor vehicles-
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus

10%

380 8527.29 Other radio-broadcasting receivers kind used in motor 10%
381 8528.12.09 Reception apparetus- Colour, other 5%

382 8529.90 Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the engines 
of heading 84.07 or 84.08 - Other

10%

383 8531.10 Burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus 10%
384 8536.20 Automatic circuit breakers 10%
385 8536.30 Other apparatus for protecting electrical circuits 10%
386 8536.50 Other switches 10%
387 8536.90 Other apparatus 10%
388 8538.10 Boards,panels,consoles,desks,cabinets and 10%
389 8539.90.09 Electric filament- Parts- other 10%
390 8541.90 Diodes, transistors and similar devices - Parts 10%
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391 8543.20 Signal generators 10%

392 8543.89
Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual 
functions, not specified or included elsewhere in this 
chapter - Other

10%

393 8547.20 -Insulating fittings of plastics 10%

394 8706.00.05 Chassis fitted with engines, for the buses under H.S 
heading No.87.02 not more than five years old.  

50%

395 8706.00.06 Chassis fitted with engines, for the buses under H.S 
heading No.87.02 more than five years old.

50%

396 8706.00.07 Chassis fitted with engines, for other motor vehicles under 
H.S heading No.87.02 not more than five years old.

50%

397 8706.00.08 Chassis fitted with engines, for other motor vehicles under 
H.S heading No.87.02 not more  than five years old.

62.50%

398 8708.99.09 Parts and accessories of the motr vehicles of headinbgs 
87.01 to 87.05 - Other

10%

399 8714.92 -wheel rims and spokes 5%

400 8802.30 -Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of an unladen weight 
exceeding 2,000kg but not exceeding 15,000kg

10%

401 8803.30 -Other parts of aeroplanes or helicopters 10%

402 9016.00 Balances of a sensitivity of 5cg or better with or without 
weights

10%

403 9025.19 Other thermometers, not combined with other instruments 10%

404 9025.90 Hydrometers and similar instruments-  Parts and 
accessories

10%

405 9030.39

Oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and other instruments 
and apparatus for measuring or checking electrical 
wuantities, excluding meters of heading 90.28, instruments 
and apparatus for measuring or detecting alpha, beta, 
gamma, X-rayconsmic or other ionising radiations - Other

10%

406 9031.90 Measuring or checking instruments-Parts and accessories 10%

407 9033.00
Parts and accessories (not specified or included elsewhere 
in this Chapter) for machines, appliances, instruments or 
apparatus of Chapter 90

10%

408 9102.11 With mechanical display only 10%
409 9105.21 Other clocks -Electrically operated 10%
410 9209.20 -Mechanisms for musical boxes 10%

411 9405.40.01 -Spotlights and flood lights for use in motion 
picture/television industry

10%

412 9405.40.02 - Search lights and spot lights 10%
413 9405.50.01 - incandescent mantle-type lamps; hurricane lamps 5%
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414 9405.50.09

Lamps and lighting fittings including searchlights and 
spotlights and parts thereof, not elsewhere spevified or 
included; illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and the 
like, having a permanently fixed ligh source, and parts 
thereof not elsewhere spevidied or inlduing - Other

5%

415 9405.91 - Of glass 10%
416 9405.92 -Of plastics 10%
417 9405.99 Lamps and light fittings -Other 5%
418 9406.00 Prefabricated buildings 10%

419 9503.90 Other toys; reduced-size ("scale") models and similar 
recreational models, working or not; puzzles of all kind - 

10%

420 9605.00 Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or clothes 
cleaning

10%

421 9606.10 Press – fasteners, Snap-fasteners and press- studs and 
parts thereof

10%

422 9606.21 Of plastics, not covered with textile material 10%
423 9607.19 Slide fasteners and parts thereof - Other 5%
424 9607.20 Slides fasteners - Parts 10%
425 9613.10 -Pocket lighters, gas fueled, non refillable 10%
426 9613.20 -Pocket lighters, gas fueled, refillalble 10%
427 9613.80 -Other lighters 10%
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